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easily talked about than achieved. Many false starts have been chalked up on the Amateur
Show front, with exhibitors happy to complain about shows as they are, but not willing
to actually attend new shows in numbers great enough for them to succeed and continue
from year to year.
This may all be about to change in 2016. The European Amateur Shows Organisation
(EACSO) was started in 2014 by Rob Rens and Stijn Schyvens in Belgium and currently
has two other board members, Bart Beckers and Ilse Verbruggen. Having listened to
exhibitors around Belgium of all sizes for many years and watched the relative success or
not of the Amateurs Shows in existence, they sat down to write a set of rules and develop a
new judging system that they thought might address all of the issues surrounding Amateur
showing. Their first standalone Amateur Show, run in Lille in 2014 by Bart Beckers and
Stijn Schyvens, attracted 32 entries. This year, 113 horses were forward, earning the show
the status of being the fastest growing show in Europe!
Rob Rens, current chairman of EACSO discussed his thoughts about this:
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– The Show that Grows!

rabian horse shows have been experiencing two very
different trajectories according to which level they cater
for in the last decade. The high end shows have stabilised
at fixed number of horses – not a massive number but of
a very great quality – and with ever growing sponsorship. Meanwhile,
the lower tiers of the showing pyramid have been in steady decline in
terms of entry numbers, so that while there are undoubtedly a greater
number of horses of this quality on the ground, they are not coming
to shows. Without an outlet for competition that
JUDGES
suits them and is fun for the owner, they have no
market. This is the depressing reality of the middle
market Arabian.
Much of this is a response to the rise of professional
showing. Amateurs feel they get a raw deal showing
against ‘faces’ and whether this is perceived bias or
real bias – the answer lies somewhere between –
showing is not growing. The potential side effects
of professional halter handling have also pushed
the Arabian into a ghetto in relation to the horse
world at large, whose response to some of the

more embarrassingly ‘animated’ performances supplied at top level lies
somewhere between bemusement and horror. ‘Normal’ horse owners
– and a substantial number of those already involved with Arabians –
are more impressed by a horse that simply stands still without agitation
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“EACSO can be very proud to be the first in Europe, not to just to
be able to organise a standalone Amateur Show, but to get trainers
involved to support the amateur handlers, and keep the thing growing.
The main difference with all the efforts made before, we think, is the
long term vision, the protection of the novices, and the openness
towards the more experienced. We try to have close contact with the

and can trot in a straight line as the rule book indicates they should.
Therefore there is currently a genuine need and desire for a new
dynamic for Arabian horse shows, a gap in the market for providing
a fun and fair competition that is sensitive to horse welfare and
showcases the special relationship between the Arabian horse and
people. A competition that welcomes newcomers and gives them a
space to grow and expand their skills; and in the end, deepens their
appreciation for Arabian horse breeding. Alas this goal has been more
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participants and to take their reactions into account,
as well as meetings with trainers that support the
handlers and other show organisers. This way the
adjusted rulebook was born. “
The sponsorship programme for the Aljassimya Farm Amateur
Challenge has also given the amateur shows a perfectly timed boost
with their attractive prizes. The inaugural Challenge in 2015 covered
three shows in Belgium and took the top 20 amateur handlers and
their partner of choice on a trip to the World Championships, hosted
by Aljassimya Farm. While at the Salon du Cheval, a prize draw gave
a further five handlers and their partners a ticket to California and a
hosted tour of the Santa Ynez Valley and the Santa Ynez Foal Festival.
This year, the Challenge has expanded to include seven amateur shows
in Belgium, Germany and Holland, all run on an identical format with
the EACSO rules. Handlers gain points at each show, which will be
added up at the end of the season. The final high scoring handlers
from all participating shows will send a large group to the 2016 Salon
Du Cheval and in 2017, a small group to California. Hopefully the
programme can be rolled out to include more countries in the future.
For this Lille Spring Show, three judges officiated, Joanna Maxwell
from the UK but based in France, Marianne Tengstedt from Denmark,
and Jose Ramon Irigoyen from Spain. As Marianne noted:
“First I found the show very well organised. The
organisers did their best at all times to create a good
atmosphere. I was impressed with the number of
horses and found the quality very good.”

Van Roie and
ECHOO’S MAGHTWINNYDAH

Both Joanna Maxwell and Johanna Ullström agreed that the higher
quality of horses was as good as any C International Show, and indeed
the class-winning colt Psencio (RFI Farid x JB Psynderella) was Silver
Champion at the Tulip Cup B Show the following weekend. However,
it also allowed other levels of horses to compete, by reweighting the
points system and providing other classes.
Several features of the show have boosted enthusiasm. First, there are
three separate layers of competition, creating a pyramid of qualifying
layers: novice, amateur and experienced amateur. These levels are
divided by the previous experience of both horse and handler, and
handlers will move up the pyramid as they gain wins and experience.
This allows the widest possible range of amateurs to take part in the
arena without feeling out of their depth.
The second secret of the shows success is a new judging system that
expands from the traditional five topic system of marking out of 20
for type, head/neck, body/topline, legs, and movement. This system
includes two further categories also scored out of 20 – harmony of
horse and handler, and presentation accuracy. Says Bart Beckers:
“We implemented the judging system last year. By
adding a point for harmony and presentation, we want
to make clear that having a pretty horse is not enough.
We want to stimulate our handlers to work with their
horses and try to improve themselves every single time.”
Christine Jamar of Jadem Arabians in Belgium, no stranger to shows at the
highest level, also exhibited some youngsters here and commented that:
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TF EXOTIKAH

Michele Boelen and
SAHARA KHIPSYCHE

“I like this points system as it gives a reward for the
relationship between handler and horse. Arabian
horses like people and they deserved to be treated very
well by their handlers. In the Amateur Cup, I could
find the nice relationship that it is hard to see in the
professional shows.”
The show offers space for established breeders to show horses direct
from their farm and develop the skills of homegrown handlers. Indeed
all three overall Champions came from well known European breeders.
The Novice Champion was Belazalia (Gazal Al Shaqab x Bellanda)
shown by Isaac Duran, from Lutetia Arabians in France. Lutetia
Arabians were also owner breeders of the Classic Pleasure winner
Elwinia (Ganges x Elwinga), ridden by head groom Indiana Sanson
Laine. The Amateur Champion was Dorsenia (Kabsztad x Dombra),
from Flaxman Arabians in Holland shown by Koen Hennekens, the
son of breeder, judge and show organiser Helen Hennekens. Koen
showed three other winners from Flaxman Arabians on the day and
is currently leading the table for points towards the Aljassimya Farm
Amateur Challenge.
The Experienced Amateur Champion was Marakech J (Emerald J x
JA Ultima), owned and bred by Christine Jamar and shown by Joyce
Rosowski, one of three handlers who came with her horses to the
show, all of whom work at her stud. Says Christine:
“They were all very serious about the new challenge.
Frederick Van Sas took the time to teach them and
they all worked hard on the lessons at the end of
the day before going home. For sure they will train
more horses to participate as they want to improve
themselves. To me, the Amateur Cup looks a very
positive new idea.”
The stallion winner Primeval Kossack (Stival x Pribaltika) was shown
by 17-year old Tjery Den Hartog, son of Robbie den Hartog, of the
long famous Kossack Stud in Holland, who says:
“We enjoyed the show very much, a much better
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atmosphere between people than on the big shows;
it was more relaxed and you see people coming on a
show you will never see on a normal big show. The way
the horses were competing was very surprising, more
relaxed and with so much better movement. The total
impression was for me a bit back in the time from my
youth where shows were fun!”

Indiana Laine and ELWINIA

A key player in the expanding amateur scene in Belgium is Johanna
Ullström, who has started a training programme that pulls in new
faces by training them at her farm. She accompanied 25 aspiring new
handlers to the show. She explains that:

Rebecka Uggeldahl
and NAGEENA JJ

“Some have their own horses that they prepare and train
themselves, with our support and guidance. Others,
who don’t have a horse to show, or feel their horses are
not yet ready for it, may borrow a horse from us. We try
to give a chance to everyone who wants to show!
“What we do with the horses from our barn, is to
combine the right horse with the right handler. A
beginner or insecure handler will get a horse that has
some experience, and who can give confidence, and do
the right thing in the ring without adding worry or stress.
“And our ‘second year students’ that started practicing
with us last year, will show our younger, inexperienced
horses, to have a little more of a challenge. We don’t
specifically work on the ‘winning combinations’, but
rather the combinations that will educate each handler
in the best possible way.”

for genuine good movement. And a relief not to have to
keep leaping out of the way of the horse, as the handler
swirls it around scattering the judges as happens at
larger shows!”
A further new addition to the show day was the trail class, both in-hand
and under-saddle. The trail class is really a test of the handler’s training of
the horse. It prepares the horses for all sorts of obstacles he might meet
in real life – to look where he is stepping, and to negotiate obstacles with
obedience and balance. The competitors have to walk over a bridge and
different arrangements of poles on the ground, open a gate, and back
into a narrow space. Points are awarded for obedience and accuracy, and
the class is a great opportunity for people to win a competition based
on the amount of time they put into training their horse. No less than
20 horses tried this class for the very first time and again, there was very
positive feedback for this class summed up by Marianne:

AJMAL JAHIDDAB

BELAZALIA

DORSENIA

Tjerry Den Hartog and PRIMEVAL KOSSACK

Johanna was also enthusiastic about the potential for the judging
system but felt that the judges need education in what to reward/
punish in both harmony and presentation, possibly through a small
seminar before each show to clarify the positives and negatives of each
topic. She also added:
“The idea is good, and should be kept strict, as an
education tool, teaching that smoothness and light
hand will be rewarded.”
The light hand was remarked upon by all, especially in the effect it had
on movement. Everybody present commented on the improvement
in movement that was seen compared to the big shows, with horses
trotting with rhythm and lightness without endless circling. As noted
by Johanna Ullström:
“Most horses were very well presented with neat
stand-ups and, above all, we saw far more movement
than on most modern shows – something to learn here.
We didn’t see fear or stress in the presentations. And
suddenly, we saw lots of movement. Don’t we love it
when horses move?”
Joanna Maxwell also noticed this with her scorecard saying:
“What a pleasure it was to be able to give so many 20s
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“This class gives the opportunity to the owner of
the horse to teach young horses more comfort, self
confidence and attention. It is also an opportunity to all
horses to participate in more than one thing at a show.”
Riding classes in three divisions were offered, with a lower turnout
than some of the halter classes; ridden Arabians in Europe still have
a long way to catch up with the enthusiasm for riding Arabians that
happens in the USA, or even Britain, which usually has over 50%
ridden entries at C level shows. Yet riding is essential to market the
Arabian to the horse world at large, and by offering a range of classes it
is hoped that this can expand.
The feel good vibe of the show was no accident. Bart and Stijn made
it clear that this was one of the main aims of EACSO, the European
Amateur Show Organisation:
“We are always striving for a relaxed atmosphere
where everybody helps each other. We hope we
can keep inspiring and supporting Arabian horse
enthusiasts, owners and breeders from all over Europe.
It is our goal to bring back the fun in showing and to
give everyone the opportunity to compete in a fair way,
to learn and have a good time with his/her horse. We’re
happy to see that other show organisers feel the same
way and that more and more amateur shows are being

held. We sincerely hope that we can keep inspiring
people and that the amateur scene in Europe keeps
growing as exponentially as it does right now.”
The aim was definitely achieved in the opinion of the Den Hartog family. A
second generation Arabian breeder himself, Robbie and his son Tjery said:
“It is very good that the European show scene is
activating these shows on amateur level as all horses
who are bred worldwide need to find an owner and a
place. No matter if it’s a show in-hand, under-saddle,
or trail, owners need to have fun with their horses,
that’s the main reason to activate this initiative.”
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ETNA J

SAHARA KHIPSYCHE

The

results

Koen Hennekens
and ESFAHAN

TRAIL RIDDEN (four entries)
1st MA NADESH (Sivmen x Lunara) Breeder: MC Jimnik. Owner: Robina Romani
TRAIL IN-HAND (16 entries)
1st CHALITCHANRDA BLUE MOON (RA Moon Ibn Tarok D x Blue Eyes) Breeder:
Pieter Behets. Owner: Ginny Van Gastel.
CLASSIC PLEASURE NOVICE (seven entries)
1st ELWINIA (Ganges x Elwinga) Breeder/owner: Lutetia Arabians France. Rider: Indiana Sanson Laine.
WESTERN PLEASURE (one entry)
1st KAS JACK (Kubinec x Jinkana) Breeder/owner: Julie Gebreuers
FA MIKHAIL

MARAKECH J

HUNTER PLEASURE (three entries)
1st LI OPIUM (Djain x Ocarina) Breeder: Haras de Juens. Owner: Lille Stables.
GELDINGS NOVICE (five entries)
1st FA DUBAI (Niyashin x Faxmans Promise) Breeder: Flaxman Arabians. Owner: Sabien Rusyevelts
GELDINGS AMATEUR (four entries)
1st FA MIKHAIL (Black Diamond IDA x A Golden Girl of Kossack) Breeder/owner: Flaxman Arabians. Handler: Koen Hennekens.
GELDINGS EXPERIENCED AMATEUR (two entries)
1st EMIRZO (Enzo x Emira B) Breder: Michalów State Stud. Owner: Flaxman Arabians. Handler: Koen Hennekens.

Joyce Rosowski
and ETNA J

COLTS 2013 – 2015 NOVICE (four entries)
1st MR MATTHIZ E (Espressivo x Catania De Salle) Breeder/owner: Family Galle Wijnant. Handler: Isaac Duran
COLTS 2013 – 2015 AMATEUR (three entries)
1st FA NIMROD (QR Marc x Kapella T) Breeder/owner: Flaxman Arabians. Handler: Koen Hennekens
GB HABIBI
PSENCIO

COLTS 2013 – 2015 EXPERIENCED AMATEUR (one entry)
1st PSENCIO (RFI Farid x JB Psynderella) Breeder: Kerstin Dolfe. Owner: Eriska Arabians. Handler: Maja Bonde
FILLIES 2013 – 2015 NOVICE (five entries)
1st AGMAL JAHIDDAH (WH Justice x Erabea). Breeder/owner: O Agmal Arabians. Handler: Ilse Van Dun
FILLIES 2013 – 2015 AMATEUR (six entries)
1st ETNA J (Emerald J x Emotion J) Breeder/owner: Christine Jamar Demeersman. Handler: Pawel Kokocinski
FILLIES 2013 – 2015 AMATEUR (four entries)
1st & Champion Experienced Amateur Level MARAKECH J (Emerald J x JA Ultima) Breeder/owner: Christine Jamar Demeersman. Handler: Joyce Rosowski
SENIOR MARES NOVICE (10 entries)
1st & Overall Champion Novice Level BELAZALIA (Gazal Al Shaqab x Bellanda) Breeder: Lutetia Arabians. Handler: Isaac Duran

KHORAN’H

SENIOR MARES AMATEUR (six entries)
1st & Overall Champion Amateur Level DORSENIA (Kabsztad x Dombra) Breeder: Michalów State Stud. Owner: Flaxman Arabians. Handler Koen Hennekens
SENIOR MARES EXPERIENCED AMATEUR (three entries)
1st SAHARA KHIPSYCHE (Khidar x Sahara Psyche) Breeder: Haras Sahara. Owner: Audentia Partnership. Handler: Michele Boelen
SENIOR STALLIONS NOVICE (three entries)
1st KHORANH (Espano Estopa x Ijadah’h) Breeder: Wendy Huyts. Owner: Kelly Husymans
SENIOR STALLIONS (three entries)
1st PRIMEVAL KOSSACK (Stival x Pribaltika) Breeder/owner: Kossack Stud. Handler: Tjery Den Hartog
YOUNG HANDLERS
1st GB HABIBI (Inshallahs Fayoum x Elf Layla Walayla) Breeder/owner: Morees. Handler Kaylee Roele
LIBERTY (nine entries)
1st YOUNIQUE F (SA Movin Star x Yakima) Breeder: Kuijf. O: Joarah Arabians. Handler: Liesbet D’Joos
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